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Abstract
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is widely acceptable communication network where human-intervention is less.
Another prominent factors are cheap in cost and covers huge area of field for communication. WSN as name suggests
sensor nodes are present which communicate to the neighboring node to form a network. These nodes are communicate via radio signals and equipped with battery which is one of most challenge in these networks. The battery
consumption is depend on weather where sensors are deployed, routing protocols etc. To reduce the battery at
routing level various quality of services (QoS) parameters are available to measure the performance of the network. To
overcome this problem, many routing protocol has been proposed. In this paper, we considered two energy efficient
protocols i.e. LEACH and Sub-cluster LEACH protocols. For provision of better performance of network LevenbergMarquardt neural network (LMNN) and Moth-Flame optimisation both are implemented one by one. QoS parameters
considered to measure the performance are energy efficiency, end-to-end delay, Throughput and Packet delivery
ratio (PDR). After implementation, simulation results show that Sub-cluster LEACH with MFO is outperforms among
other algorithms.Along with this, second part of paper considered to anomaly detection based on machine learning algorithms such as SVM, KNN and LR. NSLKDD dataset is considered and than proposed the anomaly detection
method.Simulation results shows that proposed method with SVM provide better results among others.
Keywords: LEACH, Quality of services, Soft computing techniques, Moth-Flame optimisation, Anomaly detection
Introduction
Nowadays, Wireless sensor network (WSN) is first priority for wireless communication systems that works on
huge number of sensor nodes or motes. WSN is either
have homogeneous or heterogeneous based sensor
nodes (SN) [1]. These are fully depended on the applications where it is deployed. The sensor network is majorly
dependent on batteries as they all are equipped with it.
There exists many activities inside the each sensor node
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such as communicating with neighboring node, sensing
the parameters such as temperature, humidity etc, processing of data such as collecting it, making it into various packets and transmitting to the destination [2]. The
collected data are transmitted to sink node. Base station
(BS) is the node which responsible for collecting all data
from the network and transmitting further for further
analysis. WSN is generally application based networks
which are specifically designed to sense the particular
parameter. These are deployed in any harsh environment
and are easily configurable in nature that why are most
popular and cheap in nature. The sensor nodes are mostly
work for monitoring as well as tracking purposes. For
instance, in hospitals , the patients need high intensive
care so there are many sensors are equipped to store and
analysis the patients health to monitor it per second [3].
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Therefore, wireless sensor network in this case is highly
recommended.In addition to this, sensor nodes are manage to cover wide area of sensing with low cost. Moreover, WSN is also used for tracking purposes. The animal
tracking is mostly tough task in the wild life. The animal
those are equipped with the sensors are easily tracked in
the wide spread wild area [4]. WSN has changed the network communication field drastically because the major
manufacturing industries are running continuously and
required highly monitoring 24 hours so the sensor network works efficiently and effectively [5]. In enhancement
in the recent hardware technologies with the introducing
micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) [6]. The current scenario is drastically changed and provides more
innovative platform for cost-effective as well as more
efficient communication network. These sensor nodes
(SNs) have abilities of detecting, figuring and imparting
through radio frequencies [7, 8]. WSN deployed in brutal and unfriendly condition where human intercession
is at zero level.WSN are normally sent for checking and
following purposes. If there should be an occurrence of
checking purposes like coming down level observing,
gaseous tension observing, concoction vapor observing
and so forth though if there should be an occurrence of
following purposes like creature following, human following and so on [9, 10].
In Fig. 1, blue colored nodes are shown as cluster head
nodes (CH). They are selected for particular round during the protocol runs. Every round the cluster head nodes
are changed to improve the network lifetime. The yellow

Fig. 1 Conceptual representation of WSN
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colored nodes represented by N-CH. The CH, N-CH
and Base station all together made wireless sensor network which communicate via radio signals. All sensor
nodes are used omini-channel based signals to communicate their neighboring nodes. N-CH nodes closer
to base station are responsible for transmitting the data
from all other CH node to base station. The red colored
line represents communication between sensor node
and CH node whereas black line represents communication between CH node and other CH node or Base station. There is need of efficient setup of communication
to persist the network lifetime as all sensor nodes are
battery equipped. To further enhancement in the network lifetime always need of very efficient and productive
protocol [11]. The communication is via radio signals i.e.
ubiquitous in nature. The signal is listening by all neighboring nodes, but the particular sensor only responds
based on node id embedded message and other nodes
discard the message. The protocol is main soul to manage all functionality such as sensing data, aggregation of
data, control overheads, manage control messages, query
generation and transmission strategies.
LEACH protocol

LEACH protocol [12], is an efficient way to manage the
data in the form of clustering in wireless sensor network.
It is highly inspired and come under hierarchical protocols. The formation of clusters round by round fashion
is idea which effectively enhance the network lifetime.
Cluster are the connectivity between the neighboring
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sensor nodes to communicate each other and transmit
their data to single sensor node who aggregate and take
care to send aggregated data to base station at final stage
[13]. The clustering is performed due to reducing the
network congestion which traditionally a big problem in
protocols but in LEACH it is solved by introducing the
clustering. Clustering helps in managing the data into
sub-groups rather than sending directly to base station.
Sub-groups aggregates data from the connected neighboring sensors at single node that node is known as CH
node [14, 15]. This node has specific functionality of collaborating with neighboring nodes, collecting the sensed
data and finally transmitting this data to base station
efficiently. The other nodes which is part of sub grouping is known as N-CH nodes. A non-persistent CSMA
is used as the MAC protocol in LEACH. From N-CH
nodes, i number of nodes elects itself as CH node with
probability Pi (t). The selection of CH node probability
depends on whether node never act as CH node in past
rounds and remaining energy is higher. Each CH node
sends an advertisement message. In case of N-CH nodes,
it receives many advertisement messages from many CH
nodes to join the cluster for particular round. The nodes
inform the CH using a join-request message [16]. Later,
data is transmitted to intact CH nodes to BS.The collection of data at CH nodes from their neighboring N-CH
nodes, the whole process is known as data aggregation at
cluster head nodes. The data from CH node is not send as
it is collected. It is first compressed to reduce the number
of bytes to save energy consumption of transmission and
send to BS via intermediate nodes.
According to prior study of protocols, LEACH protocol is very energy efficient protocol in terms of energy
which is on of the most required in WSN as all SNs are
equipped with battery power. But still, there is a lot of
quality improvement required as these are implemented
in wide spread area and applications.Therefore, we are
proposing a new way to enhance the network lifetime
of WSN [17]. The proposed approach is known as SubCluster LEACH protocol. In this approach, the BS send a
query to the network for data, then whole network forms
the clusters based on the remaining energy of the SNs
and concentration of the SNs. As the SNs are having high
priority to form cluster are defined as Cluster Heads. The
responsibility of the CH node is aggregation of the data
from the neighboring SNs [18]. As data is collected at CH
node and it transmit to the BS via intermediate nodes.
Here, the CH node energy is drain at very high rate . To
save the energy of the CH node and restrict the energy
consumption at a greater level, A sub-cluster is introduced. For instance, A CH node is have 10 N-CH nodes
then all N-CH nodes are transmitting their data to single
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Node so there is high burden on that node, in that case ,
CH node select two more node in its vicinity of particular round [19]. That nodes are known as Sub-CH nodes.
These nodes are selected on the basis of the remaining
energy. These two nodes are act as CH for all nodes in the
vicinity of CH node. The neighboring nodes of Sub-CH
nodes are selected bu N-CH nodes then they collect their
data [20]. After all three nodes such as CH node and two
Sub-CH node are act as CH nodes and N-CH nodes are
sending their data to one of these node. After data aggregation on all three nodes, Sub-CH send their data to BS
via intermediate node. Therefore, The data transmission
rate high but the number of byte per CH node is reduced
as Sub-CH nodes are transmitting the data to BS [21, 22].
Figure 2 representing the Sub-Cluster LEACH conceptual structure where sub-CH nodes are represented in
green color, yellow color nodes are N-CH nodes and blue
color nodes are CH nodes. The there is are close between
Sub-CH nodes to CH nodes as well as N-CH nodes to
Sub-CH nodes.

Related work
LEACH protocol [23–27] follows the hierarchical structure where cluster based data aggregation is completed.
LEACH protocol performs two phase to complete one
round and rounds are ended up with last node dead
from wireless sensor network. Cluster formation and
data transmission are two phases. The cluster formation phase is generally related to selection sensor node
that will act as CH nodes. The all other nodes have to
select one of the nearest neighboring CH node for data
transmission. In the second phase i.e. Data transmission phase whole data is collect are respective CH nodes
from N-CH nodes and further compressed and send
to base station. The data transmission responsibility is
upon CH node only but that can be send either directly
to BS if the BS is situated at the near to CH or transmitted via intermediate nodes i.e. CH or N-CH nodes which
acts as intermediate for forwarding the data to BS [23].
The data transmission in LEACH protocol is multi-hop
fashion. The data aggregation and transmission consumed maximum of energy of CH node. To improve the
performance of network, the next very round previously
select CH nodes are not taken under consideration for
the selection CH node for next round. If this will not
happen than CH nodes diminishes their energy beyond
the threshold level as result of its CH node is no more in
use for network. In the beginning this found to be severe
problem, but it is handled by CH rotation [24]. In CH
rotation, after every round the CH nodes are rotated
i.e. eliminates that CH nodes which were already acted
as CH node for next round selection. This found to be
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Fig. 2 Sub-cluster LEACH conceptual structure

as marginally increase in the overall network lifetime.
But still, there is need of improvement in the protocol.
LEACH-C is defined as exclusive version LEACH. This
protocol provides majorly location specific information
of N-CH nodes to CH nodes [25]. The location information helps in the accessing the sensor nodes location
where if a sensor node will going to die and network
generate a query for battery replacement or alternative
to deploy new sensor node a specific location. In addition to this one simulated annealing approach is also
embedded by the candidate node to reduce the objective function. This helps in the reducing the energy
consumption of each N-CH while data transmission to
their designated CH node. Then after aggregated data at
CH nodes is transmitted to BS as like LEACH protocol
[28]. The location information is generated by embedding the GPS in each sensor node. This helps in selected
of CH node at the center of cluster formation through
which proper aggregated on data and the greatest number of reachable N-CH nodes. The energy consumption
is reduced for each node but due to GPS installation the
energy consumption is not much impact on overall network lifetime. LEACH energy betweenness (LEACH-EB)
approach is to enhance the network lifetime at a greater
extent [26]. LEACH-EB [29] is very efficient protocol in
which minimum variance is calculated during clustering

formation phase. The energy consumption is reduced at
notable remark as CH nodes selection in the distributive fashion [27, 30]. LEACH-E is famous protocol as it
uses minimum spanning tree to direct the transmission
from CH nodes to Base station. This step is proved to be
very efficient as it provide enough information related to
intermediate nodes transmission as shortest path. The
outcome is enhancement in energy efficiency. IBLEACH
is also come into picture as a energy efficient protocol
[31]. The energy consumption is reduced at a greater
extend in comparison to LEACH and LEACH-E [32, 33].

Sub‑cluster LEACH protocol based on LMNN
approach
The Sub-cluster LEACH is explained in detail in previous
section. According to that clustering in LEACH protocol is done and other two sensor nodes are selected by
CH node to act as CH nodes which are known as SubCH nodes. The duties of Sub-CH nodes are similar to
CH nodes just the difference in the responding the final
node. As Sub-CH nodes are responding to CH node only
[34, 35]. Now to enhance the energy efficiency to greater
extend than there is requirement to efficient approach
for selection CH node.Therefore, Levenberg–Marquardt
neural network is introduced to Sub-Cluster LEACH
protocol for selection of Sub-CH nodes. Figure 3 provides
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nodes are selected from N-CH nodes which is successfully done with the help LMNN approach. After selection
procedure completed, Aggregation and transmission of
data is completed by Sub-CH nodes and CH nodes [38].
After this there is check of energy level of each node. If
the energy level of every is higher than threshold energy
than it is eligible for next round otherwise the node is
declared to be died that means it cannot be considered as
part of network anymore. LMNN approach is further in
detail described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Levenberg Marquardt algorithm

Sub cluster LEACH protocol based on Moth‑flame
optimization algorithm

Fig. 3 Step by step representation of Sub-cluster LEACH-LMNN
protocol

the step by step description of implementation of protocol. According to this, The base station made a query
for data. After this, the network has to be sure whether
it is for the first round or not. If yes and proceed further
otherwise, there is requirement of evaluation energy of
whole sensor nodes before selection CH nodes. If it is first
round than all sensor have high and equal energy [36, 37].
Than If the algorithm proposed whether it is CH node or
not. If the it is identified as CH node than LMNN is come
into picture. CH nodes is over burdened of aggregation
of huge amount of data to reduce the burden Sub-CH

Figure 4 provides the step by step description of Sub cluster LEACH protocol implementation of Mouth flame
optimization approach. According to this, The base station made a query for data. After this, the network has to
be sure whether it is for the first round or not. If yes and
proceed further otherwise, there is requirement of evaluation energy of whole sensor nodes before selection CH
nodes. If it is first round than all sensor have high and
equal energy. Than If the algorithm proposed whether it
is CH node or not. If the it is identified as CH node than
MFO is come into picture. CH nodes is over burdened
of aggregation of huge amount of data to reduce the burden Sub-CH nodes are selected from N-CH nodes which
is successfully done with the help MFO approach. After
selection procedure completed, Aggregation and transmission of data is completed by Sub-CH nodes and CH
nodes. After this there is check of energy level of each
node. If the energy level of every is higher than threshold energy than it is eligible for next round otherwise the
node is declared to be died that means it cannot be considered as part of network anymore.
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Figure 5 represents the step-wise conceptual block diagram of proposed anomaly detection system. In this system, the initial step is collect of data, here wireless sensor
network is providing a data via base station to database.
After collecting the data, it is prepossessed so that it can
be encoded in a efficient way to secure it. After this features are extracted to embed into the machine learning
algorithms (ML) [44]. Three ML algorithms are used to
solve the complex problem i.e LR, SVM and KNN. All
these are algorithms are very efficient in nature which
can help to detect whether the test case is belongs to
normal category or anomaly category. There are binary
class distribution to detect the test case.

Machine learning techniques
Support vector machine approach

Support vector machine is also denoted as SVM, a algorithm to solve the complex problems. It practices the supervised learning. So, SVM algorithm considers target values
also to evaluate the problem and results to be error-rate. It
is very efficiently worked on classification problems [45].
Figure 6 represents the classification of two different classes
and support vectors.There is a decision boundary with
decides exact mutual separability between two classes.
Logistic regression approach

Fig. 4 Step by step representation of Sub-cluster LEACH-MFO
protocol

Anomaly detection system

Anomaly detection system has capabilities to detect
malicious attacks over energy efficient network [39].
Wireless sensor networks are low-cost network that is
why most of people, industry prefer to install or deploy
in the wide areas. But there are always fear to attack
on the network that may interrupt the network [40,
41]. The intruders are keep their eye on the network
which carry very important information to steal from
it or down-grading the network by cyber attacking.The
intruders are deploying the bug into the network that is
also called malicious attack which reduce the efficiency
of network and ultimately shutdown the network from
working [42, 43]. To overcome this problem there is a
need of anomaly detection system which should be
robust in nature so that it will not degrade easily and
also very secure in nature. For that anomaly detection
system is proposed to provide a strong shield against
the malicious attacks.

Logistic regression (LR) is generally used for solving
complex problem. Mostly the problems are of supervised learning. LR supports a function which is used
over binary prediction. this function is known as logistic regression [46]. There existed two types of variables
i.e dependent variable and independent variable. Independent variable can be many in number but dependent variable are restricted to 2 [47]. Sigmoid function is
used for evaluation as shown in Fig. 7.
K‑nearest neighbor approach

K-nearest neighbor is also denoted as KNN. It is most
popular algorithm to solve the complex problems. It
can be used as classifier as well as regressor depending on the problem that need to evaluate. KNN lies
under the category of supervised learning [48]. So, It
tackle the dataset having label with it. It generally calculate the euclidean distance between two set of point.
for instance we have two points such as m and n. and
our aim is to identify the unknown observation m with
respect to the identical output n that predict positively.
It can be accomplished with the help of defining the
function such as f: m → n. KNN algorithm pseudo-code
is represented in Algorithm 2.
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Fig. 5 Proposed anomaly detection model

Fig. 6 Support vector machine model
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Fig. 7 Sigmoid Activation Function for logistic regression explaination

Fig. 8 Energy model

Algorithm 2 KNN Algorithm Pseudocode

Results and discussion
Experimental setup

The proposed system is implemented on MATLAB
2009 version. The calculation of energy is based on the
energy transmission model which is represented in
Fig. 8. The K-bit packet is induced with which transmit energy is calculated. It is amplified with the help of

amplifier to transmit to other neighbouring node. The
distance between two nodes is d. At the receiving end
K-bit is received and also energy consumption is calculated. Hence in the both ends the energy dissipation is
calculated.
For the simulations, 100 m×100 m as well as
200 m×200 m are considered for monitoring. In general, if 200m network size is considered with same network density as in 100m area, then, we need to increase
the number of sensor nodes. However, we fix the number
of sensor nodes for both network areas in our study to
evaluate the protocol efficiency in different field areas. To
see the dependency criteria on performance, we fix the
total number of sensor nodes as 100. We have considered homogeneous sensor nodes only. Table 1 summarizes the other parameters used in the simulations. In this
paper, we have chosen two protocols such LEACH and
Sub cluster LEACH (Sub-LEACH). These approaches are
quiet similar but are considered as energy efficient. Both
approach are widely acceptable and have flexibly modified for specific environment. To enhance performance,
we have embedded with Levenberg-Marquardt neural
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Table 1 Initial parameter for network
Parameters

Values

Field Dimensions

100m X 100m/ 200m X 200m

Number of nodes

100

Base Station

50m X 50m/ 100m X 100m

Battery energy

0.5 Joules

Energy model parameter: ǫf s

10pJ/bit/m2

Energy model parameter: ǫm p

0.0013pJ/bit/m4

Electronics Energy:EE lec

50 nJ/bit

Data packet length

4000 bits

Control packet length

200 bits

network (LMNN) and Moth-flame optimisation (MFO).
To measure the performance various approaches such
LEACH, LEACH-LMNN, LEACH-MFO, Sub-LEACH,
Sub-LEACH-LMNN and Sub-LEACH-MFO, a comparative analysis has been done in terms network lifetime,
end-to-end delay, throughput and pack delivery ratio
(PDR).
Network lifetime

Figures 9 and 10 illustrates the network lifetime for the
network size of 100m and 200m respectively. From both
figures, we see that our proposed Sub-LEACH-LMNN
as well as Sub-LEACH-MFO protocols perform better in terms of network lifetime compared to the other
protocols.

Fig. 9 Graphical representation of network lifetime for 100m
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The protocols are embedded with LMNN and MFO
approaches which actually tried to reduce the network
data traffic that ultimately reduce the network congestion by channelization data towards the specified sensor nodes or sub-cluster head nodes. The dependency
of overall network lifetime is on energy consumption
during execution of protocols and transmission of data.
For this, the criteria of enhancement of time duration of network is done by selecting the next round CH
node with highest remaining energy and nearer to base
station in LEACH protocol with help of LMNN and
MFO approaches. Similarly,in Sub-LEACH protocol,
LMNN and MFO helps selection of nearest and highest remaining energy sensor node which further act
sub-cluster head to compensate the consumption of battery life of cluster head node. For network lifetime, we
considered last node dead (LND).The network lifetime
is evaluated for 100m and 200m. The reduction in consumption of battery is notable in Sub-LEACH-LMNN
and Sub-LEACH-MFO. This means that both approach
i.e. LMNN and MFO work efficient in selection of cluster head selection and sub-cluster head selection. Also
handles the network congestion at the grater extend
from Cluster head nodes to base station. Hence overall
lifetime is prolonged.
Analysis for delay

The delay analysis is evaluated by the following
equation:
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Fig. 10 Graphical representation of network lifetime for 200m

DelayE−to−E =



(θ − α)
N

(1)

where θ denotes to arrive time, α denotes to send time
and N denotes to number of connections.
From above equation, It can easily evaluate the delay.
If any protocol will take lesser delay time that means
it actually take less time for aggregation of data at CH
node as well as forward data to BS. Therefore, the performance can be computed if any protocol boosted to
speed up its aggregation process and transferring its
aggregated data to BS. The end-to-end delay is evaluated for all six protocols. Delay is computed with each
round for all protocols. From Figs. 11 and 12 depicts
the delay analysis for all considered algorithms.It is
clearly observed from the results that our proposed
Sub-LEACH-MFO protocol outperforms the stateof-the-art in both network sizes. This signifies that
Sub-LEACH-MFO performs efficiently in both fields
and robust in nature. The end-to-end delay parameter helps any protocol to give better reliability. For
this LMNN and MFO both provides good strategic
approach for instant solution of selection CH node or
Sub-Cluster head node. LMNN and MFO approaches
help in proper categorization of nodes to get optimal
solution of data transmission at minimum delay rate.
Interestingly, in both cases the Sub-LEACH-MFO performs amazing for energy efficiency and delay in 100m
as well as 200m.

Analysis of packet delivery ratio

Packet delivery ratio (PDR) is defined as ratio between number of packet received to number of packet sent. The performance of network is directly proportional to PDR. As PDR
increases the performance of the network is also enhanced.
The PDR can be calculated with the following equation:

PDR =

NR
NS

(2)

NR denotes to number of packet receive where as NS
denotes to number of packet send.
From Figs. 13 and 14 represents the PDR of the proposed Sub-LEACH-LMNN and Sub-LEACH-MFO with
other protocols. It is clear that Sub-LEACH-MFO has
higher packet delivery ratio for both 100m and 200m. In
100 m×100 m PDR evaluation, the PDR is reduced for
Sub-LEACH-MFO upto 97.18 % which is considerably
high in comparison to Sub-LEACH-LMNN(96.88 %),
LEACH-MFO (96.76 %), Sub-LEACH (96.62 %), LEACHLMNN (95.89 %) and LEACH (95.54 %). Similarly, for
200 m×200 m PDR values in Sub-LEACH-MFO (97.22
%) is higher than Sub-LEACH-LMNN(96.91 %), LEACHMFO (96.56 %), Sub-LEACH (96.11 %), LEACH-LMNN
(95.77 %) and LEACH (95.44 %).
Throughput analysis

Throughput analysis is evaluated when each data
packet is successfully received in a unit time. It is one
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Fig. 11 Graphical representation of delay for 100m

Fig. 12 Graphical representation of delay for 200m

of important parameter to measure the traffic analytic
for any network. In network, maximum number of traffic per unit time is considered easily the more stable
network will be. So, During steady stage in sensor network, throughput analysis place major role to measure

the stability of the sensor network. With help of LMNN
approach, size of query from sensor nodes are restricted
and equalized the network traffic. From Figs. 15 and 16
shows that Sub-LEACH-MFO better results among other
for both 100m and 200m areas.
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Fig. 13 Graphical representation of PDR for 100m

Fig. 14 Graphical representation of Packet PDR for 200m

In 100 m×100 m throughput evaluation, the throughput is increased for Sub-LEACH-MFO upto 4.4 Mbps
which is considerably high in comparison to SubLEACH-LMNN(4.2 Mbps), LEACH-MFO (4.1 Mbps),
Sub-LEACH (4.0 Mbps), LEACH-LMNN (3.6 Mbps) and

LEACH (3.3 Mbps). Similarly, for 200 m×200 m throughput values in Sub-LEACH-MFO (4.5 Mbps) is higher
than Sub-LEACH-LMNN(4.2 Mbps), LEACH-MFO (3.8
Mbps), Sub-LEACH (3.5 Mbps), LEACH-LMNN (3.2
Mbps) and LEACH (3.1 Mbps).
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Fig. 15 Graphical representation of throughput analysis for 100m

Fig. 16 Graphical representation of throughput analysis for 200m

Anomaly detection results

The anomaly detection for data collect is implemented
with the help of three efficient machine learning algorithms i.e LR, SVM and KNN. The vision is to check

whether the proposed system reliable or not, so the
standard dataset is considered to perform the experiments. NSLKDD dataset is one of the standard and popular dataset to detect the anomaly detection. This dataset
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is easily available online. This dataset consists of total
148517 instances as well as 42 attributes. The normal
packets are 77,054 and 71,463 are anomaly packets i.e.
148,517 total packets are available. For the training and
testing, our system considered 80% of dataset for training
and 20% for testing.
The proposed model is shown in Fig. 5. In which, after
processing the data, system provides features which further embedded to machine learning three technique such
as LR, SVM and KNN. These technique are implemented
one by one and know as Proposed+LR, Proposed+SVM
and Proposed+KNN . The training and testing loss for
Proposed+LR is represented in Fig. 17 in which 100
epochs are considered and loss is drastically decrease
from 1.6 to 0.152. Similarly, loss for KNN and SVM are
represented in Figs. 18 and 19 respectively. The accuracy for the proposed anomaly detection system from
all three proposed approaches are represented. Figure 20
(for Proposed+LR), Fig. 21 (for Proposed+SVM) and
Fig. 22 (for Proposed+KNN) shows the accuracy for
both training and testing. In comparison to the accuracy, for Proposed+SVM is the highest among others.
Further Receiver operating characteristic i.e. ROC curve
is evaluated for the proposed anomaly detection system. The ROC curve for Proposed+LR is represented
in Fig. 23. Similarly, ROC curve for Proposed+SVM
and Proposed+KNN are represented in Figs. 24 and
25 respectively. From ROC curve results, it is clear that

Fig. 17 Loss for our proposed model with logistic regression
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Proposed+SVM is highest i.e 0.88 than other which are
0.81 and 0.72.
Anomaly detection discussion

The Proposed+SVM model evaluated and generates scores of 95.30% (training) and 95.81% (testing)
as shown in Table 2. It is higher than Proposed+SVM
and Proposed+KNN. For training and testing scores of
Proposed+LR are 91.32% and 91.88% respectively and
for Proposed+KNN are training (93.76%) and testing
(93.21%). The values related to Proposed+SVM for various parameters for normal class are precision (94.00%),
recall (98.00%) and F1-Score ( 96.00%). The values for
anomaly class are precision (98.00%), recall (94.00%) and
F1-score (96.00%).In case of Proposed+LR, for normal
class the values are precision (91.00%), Recall (91.50%)
and F1-score(92.00%) and on the other hand, the values
of anomaly class are precision (91.65%), Recall (91.73%)
and F1-score (92.11%). In last case i.e Proposed+KNN
for normal class the values are precision (92.54%), Recall
(92.89%) and F1-score (93.12%) and on the other hand,
for anomaly class the values are precision (92.99%), Recall
(93.11%) and F1-score (93.34%).
Table 3 represents the comparison with existing
and proposed model in terms of TPR and FPR. For
Proposed+SVM the values of FPR is 7.29 and TPR is
96.15% which is highest among all. In comparison to
Proposed+LR which is FPR (6.19) and TPR (92.62%)
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Fig. 18 Loss for our proposed model with KNN

Fig. 19 Loss for our proposed model with SVM
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Fig. 20 Accuracy for our proposed model with logistic regression

Fig. 21 Accuracy for our proposed model with SVM
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Fig. 22 Accuracy for our proposed model with KNN

Fig. 23 ROC curve for our proposed model with logistic regression
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Fig. 24 ROC curve for our proposed model with SVM

Fig. 25 ROC curve for our proposed model with KNN
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Table 2 Normal and Anomaly classification experimental results
Algorithms
   Proposed+LR

Train ACC%

Train
Loss

Test
ACC%

Test Loss

91.32

0.16

91.88

0.21

   Proposed+KNN 93.76

0.13

93.21

0.15

   Proposed+SVM 95.30

0.11

95.81

0.10

Confusion Metric
Algorithms
   Proposed+LR

TP

FP

FN

TN

19942

1022

563

22112

   Proposed+KNN 19989

1154

512

22367

   Proposed+SVM 20098

1354

443

22661

Classification Report
Algorithms
   Proposed+LR

Class Labels

Precision Recall

F1 Score

Normal Class

91.00

91.50

92.00

Anomaly
Class

91.65

91.73

92.11

92.54

92.89

93.12

92.99

93.11

93.34

94.00

98.00

96.00

98.00

94.00

96.00

   Proposed+KNN Normal Class
Anomaly
Class
   Proposed+SVM Normal Class
Anomaly
Class

protocol are evaluated into two area of fields 100m × 100m
and 200m × 200m one by one and got interesting results.
Sub-LEACH-MFO is performed best as compared to
remaining algorithms in terms of energy efficiency, end-toend delay, throughput and PDR as shown in Figs. 9 to 16.
Further, in this paper anomaly detection system with three
ML protocols named as Proposed+LR, Proposed+KNN
and Proposed+SVM. Proposed+SVM is performed well
among other as shown in Table 2. Proposed+SVM is also
compared to existing systems and shows outstanding
results in terms of TPR and FPR represented in Table 3. In
future, we will try to consider more parameters and huge
area of field to analyse the results. We will also focus on the
more optimiser approaches to get better results.
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Table 3 Comparison between our model and existing approaches
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DAR Ensemble [49]

78.88

N/A

Naive Bayes [50]

82.00

5.43

GAR Forest [51]

85.00

15.00

Proposed Model+LR

92.62

6.19

Proposed Model+KNN

94.12

6.67

Proposed Model+SVM

96.15

7.29

and for Proposed+KNN which is FPR (6.67) and TPR
(94.12%). The comparison to other existing models TPR
for DAR Ensemble (78.88%) , Naive Bayes (82.00%) and
GAR Forest (85.00%) is lower than our Proposed+LR,
Proposed+KNN and Proposed+SVM.

Conclusion
In this paper, we evaluate four QoS -based parameters, such
as remaining energy, delay, throughput and PDR in WSNs.
We considered two protocols such as LEACH and Subcluster LEACH (Sub-LEACH) protocols for same set of
fields i.e. 100m × 100m and 200m × 200m. To enhance the
overall performance we have embedded two popular optimization approaches which are Levenberg-Marquardt neural network (LMNN) and Moth-flame optimisation (MFO).
These both approaches are embedded to LEACH and
Sub-cluster LEACH and we got LEACH-LMNN, LEACHMFO, Sub-LEACH-LMNN and SUB-LEACH-MFO. These
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